The 2022 Congress in numbers

"Merci" for helping make the Congress a success! Check out these fantastic stats! Read more

Congress President Thomas Bauer and Scientific Chair Christophe Hulet share their highlights and thank yous. Read more

Thank you Monsieur Past President Jacques Menetrey for leading us through the last two years! Read more

An exceptional number of awards were given out at the 2022 Congress. Read more

The ESSKARs at the Congress Gala dinner are always a highlight. See who won! Read more

Congress Highlight Lectures are a focal point of the event - and this year was no exception. Read more

The first ever Master Arthroscopist was completed in Paris! And the winner is..... Read more

Open exclusively for ESSKA Congress delegates: JEO 40% discount for the first 20 papers Read more

ESSKA has launched the European Certification for Orthopaedic Surgeons. Learn more

ESSKA-ESMA presented their video on "ACL Prevention for ESSKA's Cycle for Science team makes it from Nice to The ESSKA leadership welcomes the travelling
ESSKA Journals come together to celebrate another outstanding year, as well as KSSTA’s 30th anniversary. ESSKA-ESMA-IOC Team Physician Course was a great success! Sponsors and exhibitors are key to the success of our Congress and we thank them tremendously.

Through the hard work of many, three Consensus Projects were presented at the ESSKA Congress in Paris and the results have been published. Read all about them:

- ESSKA European ACL Revision Consensus (Summary and Complete report)
- ESSKA ORBIT Consensus (Summary and Complete report)
- ESSKA European Osteotomy Consensus (Summary and Complete report)

July - November 2022
Check the event website for more information and possible cancellations or changes.
4-8 July 2022 - Utrecht, The Netherlands
Utrecht Arthroscopy and Arthroplasty Course

7-9 July 2022 - Luxembourg, Luxembourg
The Meniscus - 5th International Conference on Meniscus Science and Surgery

1-2 September 2022 - Tartu, Estonia
2nd Tartu Arthroscopic Live Surgery Days

10-11 September 2022 - Athens, Greece
3rd Advanced Techniques in Knee Surgery

22-24 September 2022 - Lyon, France
20èmes Journées Lyonnaises de Chirurgie du Genou

1-2 September 2022 - Tartu, Estonia
2nd Tartu Arthroscopic Live Surgery Days

17-19 November 2022 - Miami, FL, USA
6th ICRS Summit Miami
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